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What are the prospects for decadal
prediction in polar regions?

 Excellent prospects that decadal
predictions will be made for polar regions

 Modest prospects that skillful decadal
predictions will be made for polar regions

 Improving prospects for suitable use of
decadal prediction for polar regions



Motivations for decadal polar prediction

 Scientific interest
 Existence of “long timescale”

processes
 Results of predictability studies
 Demonstrations of forecast skill
 Societal importance of modestly

skillful decadal prediction



Early days of climate modeling
 initial climate models had

reasonably complete atmospheres
but “mixed layer” oceans
 thermodynamics of climate change
 used to simulate a new climate

equilibrium for 2xCO2 for example
 could not simulate time evolution of

climate or climate change without
full ocean

 a model with a 3D ocean was
necessary for simulating the
temporal evolution of climate
variability and change
 MPI first study with simplified 3D

ocean with both dynamics and
thermodynamics of ocean

 ensemble simulation of climate
change and variability



Forced and  internally generated climate variability

 Anomaly from the mean represented as   X’=  Ω + ν + ε
 Ω  is the deterministic externally forced component
 ν is long timescale internally generated variability
 ε is short timescale unpredictable “noise”

 “early days” of coupled climate change simulations sought the
forced climate change component Ω
 perform several experiments (if you can afford the computer time)
 average out the internal component and the noise to approximate Ω
 retain a statistical measure of the “natural variability” σν2 + σε2 for detection

and other purposes
 I realized when visiting MPI that results could be the basis of a perfect

model predictability study of the internally generated component at early
times before the forcing was important

global average T’

 ∼Ω

ν+ε

Example is for global
average T but applies
generally





Climate prediction vs climate simulation

 almost all the components were there in MPI study
 forced component + internally generated component
 ensemble of solutions representing probability distribution of

natural variability
 aspects of climate prediction

 forced component + internally generated component
 initialization of the system
 attempt to predict actual evolution of both components on scales

of interest (not all scales)
 ensemble of solutions intended to represent uncertainties and

provide probability distribution for forecast

global average T’

 ∼Ω

ν+ε



WGCM/WGSIP and Decadal
Predictability



International scientific interest







CMIP5 Experiment Design
“Long-Term”

(century & longer)

TIER 1

TIER 2

CORE
“realistic”

diagnostic

“Near-Term”
(decadal)

(initialized
ocean state)

prediction &
predictability

CORE

TIER 1

• uninitialized forced ”simulations”
• forced component Ω
• statistics of natural variability

• initialized and forced predictions
• seek to predict evolution of forced
   plus internally generated variability  Ω + ν
• measures of forecast skill



CMIP5 Decadal Predictability/Prediction Experiments
Adopted at the WGCM meeting, September, 2008

additional predictions
Initialized in

‘01, ’02, ’03  … ‘09 100-yr “control”
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prediction with
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alternative
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prediction ensembles:
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2005





Active meeting and workshop schedule

 OceanObs09 (Venice, Sept 09)
 8th Workshop on Decadal Climate Variability (Maryland,

Oct 09)
 Earth-System Initialization for Decadal Prediction (deBilt,

Nov 09)
 Predicting Climate of the Coming Decades (Miami, Jan 10)
 WGSIP-13 (Buenos Aires, July 10)
 Conference on Decadal Predictability (Triest, Aug, 10)
 Workshop on Decadal Variability, Predictability and

Predictions: understanding the role of the oceans (NCAR,
Sept 10)

 WGCM-14 (Exeter, Oct 10)
 Seasonal to Multi-decadal Predictability of the Polar

Climate (Bergen, Oct 10)
 IPCC 1st LA Meeting (Kunming, Nov 10)
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skillful decadal prediction



What’s special
about decadal
timescales?

 Not much according to
spectra

 (e.g. Pelletier,1997)
 a human rather than

physical timescale



Decadal predictability and prediction

 Appeals to “long timescale” processes
 externally forced (GHG+A, volcanoes,

solar, ….)
 internally generated

 oceanic mechanisms (AMO=>AMV, SO, …)
 coupled processes

 PDO, AMO, NPMO, PGO, ENSO…
 modulation of “atmospheric” modes (PNA,

NAO, NAM, SAM, ….)

 atmospheric processes  (QBO, ...)



Pacific Decadal Oscillation



Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation

Knight et al. 2005

(in model)



NAM and PNA

JISAO website



Multi-model decadal mean forced temperature
change: from decade 2000-10 to 2040-50

rate of change is roughly linear



Polar aspects of long timescales

 forced component becoming more
important

 internally generated component
 generally live in the ocean/coupled

system
 some indication of polar concentration

of patterns
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How do we determine the predictability
of the system on decadal timescales?

 Prognostic perfect model predictability studies
 Griffies and Bryan (1997)
 Boer (2000)
 Collins (2002)
 Collins et al. (2006)
 Latif et al., (2006)
 Meehl et al., (2010)
 and others

 Diagnostic potential predictability studies
 Boer (2000, 2004)
 Pohlmann et al. (2004)
 Predicate (2004…)
 Boer and Lambert (2008)
 and others

 Investigations of forecast skill
 Smith et al. (2008)
 Keenlyside et al. (2008)
 Pohlmann et al. (2009)
 CMIP5 Decadal Climate Prediction (DCP) (2010 ….)



Collins et al., 2006

Perfect model(s) predictability study:

internally generated component only 



Pohlmann et al. 2004

perfect model predictability measure
for the internally generated component

North Atlantic



 long timescales found mainly over extratropical  oceans
 near polar latitudes
 only modest incursions over land

Temperature: potential predictability of internally generated
variability, pν =  σ2

ν/σ2   (%), for decadal means
control simulations

• ppvf is max where σ2 is large over oceans; implies “large” σ2
ν

• ppvf is small over land where σ2 is large; implies “large” σ2
ε



21st Century multi-model decadal potential
predictability

 Variable has components
X’ = Ω + ν + ε

  with associated variances
σ2 =  σ2

Ω + σ2
ν + σ2

ε

 Ω  is long timescale externally forced
variability

 ν is long timescale internally generated
variability

 ε is short timescale unpredictable “noise”
variability



 Potential predictability variance fraction

    p =  (σ2
Ω + σ2

ν)/ σ2 = pΩ+ pν

 the fraction of the total variance accounted for by long
timescale components

 forced pΩ and internally generated pν  contributions
 presumed to be the result of long timescale physical

processes that are “potentially” predictable with enough
knowledge

 an estimate of the upper bound of long timescale
predictability

 in terms of a signal to noise measure
 γ = (σ2

Ω + σ2
ν)/ σε2

p = γ/(1+γ)
 p is small if signal is small or if noise is large

 0 < p < 1
 not only existence of signal, however small, but its comparative

magnitude

 multi-model approach averages statistics over models
Boer, 2010



Virtues of multi-model approach

 the multi-model estimates of the variances of
annual mean T and P are in accord with
“observation-based” values

 the “multi-model” is generally the “best model”
 no individual model “best” in all regards
 the “n-best” models differ with criterion used
 pooled climate statistics (means, variances,

covariances) generally closer to observed
 applied to seasonal forecasting
 applied to climate change (Chapter 10, AR4)

 increased the amount of data for statistical stability



σ1
2 =  σ2

Ω1 + σ2
ν + σ2

ε
 

σΔ
2 =  σ2

ΔΩ + σ2
ν + σ2

ε

21st century temperature at a point

variation about
forced component

forced component
(fitted quadratic) 
from 1st decade }ΔΩ

multi-decade
next-decade



Estimate statistics from sample
variances

 S2 are sample variances
pooled across models

 m = 10 years in a
decade; n = 10 decades
in 21st century

 b, d’s arise from the
fitting polynomial for the
forced component

 decadal sample variance
is discounted by part of
noise variance

 decadal forced variance
discounted by part of
decadal variance



Potential predictability variance fraction of decadal mean Temperature:
 for 2010-2020 from 2000-10 and for “next decade” generally
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Potential predictability variance fraction of decadal mean Temperature
for 2010-2020 from 2000-10 and for “next decade” generally

forced
 pΩ

net p = pΩ+ pν



Multi-model next-decade potential
predictability of T for the 21st century

 generally for potential predictability p:
 forced component pΩ  contributes most to

predictability
 internally generated component pν tends to be

“complementary”
 p generally weak over mid-latitude land

 polar potential predictability:
 due to pΩ over Arctic but weak over

surrounding land
 relatively weak in Antarctic



Potential predictability of precipitation

 noise variance for
precipitation is large

 internally generated pν is
small as a result

 next-decade pΔΩ also small
as a result

 only multi-decade pΩ1

contributes and then only
modestly

 concentration at polar
latitudes

Potential predictability of precipitation: 2020-30



The challenges and caveats of
predictability studies

 to identify the mechanisms
associated with regions/modes of
predictability

 to assess “perfect model” and
“potential” vs “actual” predictability

 to investigate predictive skill of both
forced and internally generated
variability



Telleconnections with centres of potential predictability

 “centres” are regions where
long timescale internal
variability exists that  is not
“masked” by noise variability

 suggests that the system
should “see” these centres
more clearly

 patterns remarkably(?)
similar
 dipole structure
 connection to eastern sides of

basins
 connections to tropics
 inter-ocean connections not

immediate

correlation maps  of decadal
mean temperatures of “centres”



CHFP2 Seasonal-
annual

forecasts

Annual-
decadal
forecasts

12 months 10-30 years

WCRP CHFP IPCC 5th Assessment (CMIP5)

Monthly-
seasonal
forecasts

 Global Land-Atmosphere
  Coupling Experiment
 (GLACE-2)

45-60 days

Climate
projections
to 2100+
(IPCC)

  US Clivar Intraseasonal
   Prediction Experiment

 CanCM3  done
  CHFP1     done
  CHFP2a    done
  CHFP2b    underway

 CanCM4?

CanCM4  in progress

 F. Lienert  PDO
A. Ravindran MJO
G. Flato S. Kharin Sea ice           Strat-HFP

   Prediction Experiment

CCCma sub-seasonal to decadal analysis and forecasting
Bill Merryfield, Woo-Sung Lee, Slava Kharin, George Boer,  John Scinocca, Greg Flato



DHFP initialization

Forecast
SST nudging (OISST)
Sea ice nudging (HadISST)

    AGCM CIN assim (ERA)
3D ocean T, S assimilation

(GODAS)

1 Sep1 Aug1 Jul1 Jun 1 Oct1 May multiple assimilation runs

Forecast 1 12 mos

Forecast 2 12 mos

Forecast 10 12 mos
…

IC1

IC2

IC10

…

+ Anthropogenic forcing

CanCM4

3 forecast streams (a,b,c) for
different treatment of ocean data: 
a. sfc forcing, b. full assimilation, c. anomaly assimilation)
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 climate related diseases
 agricultural planning
 drinking water
 sea level rise
 tourism
 forest planning
 fisheries
 arctic navigation
 permafrost and methane gas emissions
 electrical power generation
 shipping and offshore construction
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Emerging national
activities to support
(appropriate) use of
decadal prediction
information



Prospects are good for decadal
prediction in polar regions

 Existence of  “long timescale”

processes - 
 Results of predictability studies - 

 Scientific interest - 
 Demonstrations of forecast skill - 
 Societal importance of modestly

skillful decadal prediction – 


